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Captains Report by Angela Hook
I’m writing this after just coming from a perfect evening row. The water was a mirror, the temperature was barmy, the air was still and I think nearly every sculling
boat at the club was on the water. It was a joy! Pleasure was oozing from every
boat.
But, as we were putting the boats away in the gloom of the boathouse, we were reminded that the days are getting shorter and the evenings are getting darker. Soon
the adults will have to forgo the delights of an evening midweek row and instead revert to the dreaded ergos and circuit training: good for our fitness levels, but not
quite so enjoyable, unless you are a masochist.
In the words of that great philosopher, Sir Elton John, “It’s the circle of life” or rather
the rowing cycle.
Part of that rowing cycle has been the recent introduction of new sessions and new
crews. My thanks go to the coaches who have put a lot of time and consideration
into this exercise and will continue to do so through the year. It’s really not an easy
task to get everyone a suitable row with productive coaching within the space of 7
hours. There have been, and there will continue to be for a while, teething problems. Please bear with us. Talk to us, but please don’t just moan. Suggest a solution as well as identify the problem. And can I ask you to help us out, by getting on
and off the water in good time, to ensure your session and the following one can run
effectively.
We’ve suffered from a severe case of ‘weather’ this season: flooding, ice, wind and
storms in the winter and then recently a drought which raised a huge problem with
our jetty. The river level was so low that we couldn’t get the safety launches on and
off the river. The OTRC spirit came to the fore, spearheaded by Peter Dunn (he must
have been wearing his superhero pants outside his trousers), and while the river was
low, an extra bit of concrete added to the existing jetty. Sounds easy, but it wasn’t
really. It was a big job, which had several setbacks, but with lots of people working
together, we got there in the end. Thanks to everyone who helped in any way, but
special thanks to Mark Coombs and his colleague Simon (not Murray) who gave up
his Saturday to come and help with his van full of tools and his expert digger driving
skills.
Work on the clubhouse is due to recommence soon (see separate report) and I’m
sure we’ll make good progress if we can all pull together, as we did with the jetty,
and use the many talents available at the club.
You will have read the match reports about our valiant efforts at St Neots and Peterborough where we won few pots but came close on many occasions. Our next event
is at Milton Keynes on 22 September, where we will be ‘blooding’ some new racers,
both adult and junior. Come along to the Ship in the evening for the OTRC social
(all the family welcome) and hear the stories of the day, which will get wilder and
more exaggerated as the evening draws on, if tradition can be relied on.
All welcome. See you there!
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Proof that Rowing is
good for the brain
Huge congratulations to William
Berridge, Joe Pendred, Rohan
Anand, Alfie Loseby and Conor
Leo on their amazing A levels.
And to Erin Hodnett, Nathan
Phillips and Laura Dew on their
GCSE results.
We understand that the A level
boys are off to Uni with the
exception of Joe who is
contemplating his next move, so
hopefully Joe will be with us for a
while longer.
We will miss the other 4
boys. They have been fantastic
club members. Good luck with
everything boys and come back
for a row in the holidays.

2018/2019 OTRC
Membership
Many thanks for all the subs.
Please don’t forget to get your
completed forms to Jo.
jo.clarkson@btconnect.com
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What's happening here?
Caption competition people! Let me know on
zoesmeeth@hotmail.co.uk
Thanks to John M for the epic photograph
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Save The Date
OTRC AGM
Starts at 7.30pm
prompt
At Oundle Rugby Club
Forthcoming Events
•

22 September 2018 Milton Keynes Regatta

•

22 September 2018 OTRC Club Social from 7:30pm at the Ship in Oundle.

•

14 October 2018 Bedford Small Boats Head

•

18 November 2018 Star Head (Bedford)
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Match report - Cambridge Autumn Regatta by John B
I was the only entry from Oundle Town as a master’s G sculler. I was drawn to race a sculler from
Fitzwilliam College in a straight final. No name was given but I knew that this would be my arch rival
Adrian Tollett who I have never beaten in about 5 previous encounters. The race was programmed at
just after 5 pm so I set off from home at about mid-day with my boat on a roof rack on my car. I had
watched the weather during the morning with some concern as the wind was strengthening. A routine
check of the boat before reaching the A1 was carried out in a layby and all was OK. Further on a strong
cross wind moved the boat, not much but after reaching Huntingdon I again checked the boat. The wind
had loosened the straps so after tightening up I considered returning home but pressed on with no
further incidents all be it at a slow speed.
On reaching the regatta field I confirmed that my opponent was Adrian who sometimes races as
Cambridge City, sometimes as Fitzwilliam College and other times as Stains Rowing Club, not sure why.
There was a strong following wind for the race but we both manovered onto the stake boats quickly and
without fuss as you would expect from two experience scullers. The course at Cambridge has a long
bend, the advantage being on the tow path side consequently the start is staggered. I was on the other
side so started up by about ¾ of a length. We set off and my plan was to open a gap before the start of
the bend and I knew from experience that Adrian wold push hard around the bend and would expect to
reach the straight at least level. I performed a flyer of a start and opened a gap of about 2 lengths and
then let Adrian push hard but only caught but 1 length. That was my que to change up a gear and
opened the gap again to about 2 lengths. A desperate look round from Adrian told me that he was
spent, and I cruised home and enjoyed the moment. I thought that the gap was 2 lengths, but the
results board said 1 ½ lengths and I have noted that the web site today says 1 1/3 lengths. But what ever
I won the event. Its been a long time coming but it is the first step before I achieve my long-term
ambitions.

On Instagram?
Join in @OundleTownRowingClub #OTRC
#Oundletownrowingclub
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Kit Corner
Lightweight, quick drying fabrics are best, and a spare set of kit for those
unexpected 'swims' a sensible precaution. Layers are a good idea, so you can peel
off when you get hot and add more if you are waiting around. Make sure you are
wearing close fitting tops that won’t get tangled in the seat runners, and nothing
baggy at the front to get caught up in your oars.
For those rowers who want to race, the minimum British Rowing requirement is
for the crew to have a top in club racing colours, usually a singlet or an all-in-one.
Any colour leggings or shorts will do, and remember, there are no prizes for getting
cold.
Club racing kit can be ordered by members via the Godfrey website
(www.godfrey.co.uk). Just enter Oundle Town Rowing Club into the search box
and our club page will appear, with all the club kit and clothing displayed. Pay
online and they are delivered to you directly. These items can be embroidered with
your name if you wish, just follow instructions on the website. There is a small
discount on postage if you order more than one or two items, so it might be worth
asking if any of your crew mates also want to order anything from Godfrey and
share the postage and packaging costs. For items such as pogies ( to keep your
hands warm whilst rowing) look at websites such as www.rock-the-boat.co.uk.
The club can also place an order of the lightweight club technical tee shirts
from our other supplier. These are navy blue, have the club logo on the front and
the words Junior Squad on the rear. They are £15 each, and can be ordered from
myself or Vicky Birchall. (Adult sizes also available without the “junior squad”
printing!) These are ideal for the juniors to wear for races. Either alone or over a
base layer.
We could do also do an order for club tee shirts, hoodies and polo shirts. These are
casual wear rather than technical clothing, and have the club logo on the breast
with OTRC on the back. Similar items can be ordered through Godfrey, but ours
are cheaper. However, we can’t personalise them with your name, like the Godfrey
ones!
Tee shirts are £10, polo shirts £15 and hoodies are £22. They make ideal
Christmas presents for rowers and supporters.
If you wish to have one of these, please contact Vicky Birchall or myself and we will
put an order together if there is enough interest..

Jo Milborne. (jo.clarkson@btconnect.com)
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Freshwater Mussels by Anita Dunn

A second instalment in the OTRC Wildlife series:
During the hot weather, some members have been swimming in the river at OTRC and
have discovered Freshwater Mussels underfoot just off the landing stage.The river bed
beneath the jetty is littered with empty shells - the OTRC otter got there first.
There are 2 species at the Club, the Swan Mussel (Anodonta Cygnea) and the less
glamorous sounding Duck Mussel (Anodonta anatina).
These are long lived (15 years) aquatic bivalves from the Unionidae family of river mussels.
General
Mussels rest on the bottom, moving around and burrowing into the mud with their
muscular foot. Inside the mussel are muscles which clamp the symmetrical shells
together at the hinge and this, along with the muscular foot comprise the edible bit.
The mantle that envelops all these parts produces new shell and Mother of Pearl.
Many species are used as sources of mother-of-pearl and as bait by fishermen. Some
pond keepers use them for cleaning pond water of algae although there is debate on
the damage that their lifecycle may have on pond fish. (See Below).
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Cont ....
Swan Mussel

•
•
•
•
•
•

largest species of freshwater mussel
can grow up to 20 cm long
Thin, flat shell, pale greenish or brownish with defined growth rings
burrow in large ponds, lakes and slow moving water.
Widespread across Central Europe and the UK with the UK density highest
south of Newcastle upon Tyne.
there are over 500 other names for this species because of its variability of
appearance and widespread distribution.

Duck Mussel
•
15 cm long, smaller than A Cygnea
•
Shell very variable: solid, greenish yellow, brown or black
•
tolerates slightly faster water currents than A. cygnea.
•
smoother shell than A Cygea
•
Twice as heavy as A. Cygnea
•
Similar distribution: Europe and N Asia (not central and N Scandinavia, central
and NW Scotland, Hebrides, Orkneys, Shetlands)
Pearl Mussels (Margaritifer margaritifer)- Of Personal Interest
•
These belong to the same family but are sadly not found at OTRC
•
live in fast flowing water, amongst rocks
•
attach themselves inside cracks and crevices or burrow in gravel.
•
An upland species with a more restricted distribution around Europe.
requires fast flowing water with low calcium content (ie unlikely in Oundle) may
actually contain a freshwater pearl of 1 - 2 mm diameter.
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Cont ….
To Eat or not to Eat
Technically they are edible but as filter feeders, filter toxins from the water,
accumulating contaminants as they go. This might include heavy metals such
lead, arsenic, mercury and cadmium and bacteria. I would suggest that they are
an unwise choice for supper particularly when Weils Disease and Algae blooms
are as prevalent as this summer.
Life cycle
Mussels have a fascinating life cycle. All reproduce by means of a larval stage
that is parasitic on fish or salamander.
After the fertilisation of the eggs they hatch inside the mussel to form a larva
called a glochidium (glochidia plural). This happens during the winter and
potentially hundreds of thousands of larvae are released in spring.
As they are released, sticky strings designed to attach to a fish trail behind
them. Most will die within 24 hours unless they find a host fish, typically Perch,
Dace, Stickleback, Gudgeon or Brown Trout but some will make a catch. The
larva then becomes an external parasite on the fish, clamping on to it with the
teeth/hooks on the edge of its shell to feed on blood from within the cyst it
creates on the host to cover itself.
After several weeks, generally in Autumn, the juvenile drops off the fish to
develop into an adult mussel away from its parent.The transition time from
larva to juvenile mussel depends on the water temperature.In warm waters the
juveniles reach maturity after 2 years, in cold waters they need up to 5 years
and the shells stay smaller.
In short, the freshwater mussels in our stretch of the Nene are interesting and
beautiful but not actually of much use other than as Otter food.

In loving memory of our dear,
dear friend Rhona who sadly
passed away in July.
Rhona's lovely smile and
friendship will be hugely
missed at OTRC.
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Sunday Rowing - by Marion Freeman, Recreational Rowing
Sadly, after seven years of volunteering with the Sunday Session, Derek Forscutt
has decided it's time to stop coming. We will miss him and I would like to thank
him publicly myself because I would never have been able to take on these sessions
without him.
This leaves us in the position of needing help with safety cover, so I am appealing
for volunteers to give up a couple of hours now and again. Hopefully we will have
enough offers that no one will have to come more than a few times a year. You do
not need to be a coach and there is no need to be able to drive the launch. The only
requirement is that you are able to help rowers into the boat in the very occasional
event that they have a mishap. This is very occasional as the majority row in
Explore boats.
Older juniors might also like to consider doing some Sundays to contribute to the
volunteering requirement for the Duke of Edinburgh or other activity.
Sunday sessions are quite different to Saturdays. Several of the rowers are
adaptive in that they have a disability of some kind. The rest of the group is made
up of people who enjoy rowing, but for whatever reason are unable to row regularly
or don't want to compete. This all adds up to a very relaxed session, where the
social interaction and teamwork are as important as the rowing.
The sessions start at 10am and we aim to be cleared up and away by 12. Also
because we don't row in very wet or windy weather - if it's not going to be fun we
don't do it!
So if you fancy a nice quiet, relaxed ride up the river, please get in touch with me at
marion-f@hotmail.co.uk for more details. Please consider it and remember, the
more people who volunteer, the fewer sessions you will be needed for, so convince
your friends too.
Marion-f@hotmail.co.uk

OTRC Social
Saturday 22nd September 2018
The Ship, Oundle
From 7.30pm
All welcome
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Possibly the
best photo of all
time….

Many Congratulations to Jenny and Antony on their amazing
wedding. The Service was held at Stamford School Chapel where
Jenny walked in to the theme from Love Actually. They Walked out to
the Star Wars Theme. Emma read about ‘Old Love’.
The reception in Becky Smith ‘s garden where there was no rain lots of
alcohol and lovely food. Great dancing, dominated by OTRC
members.
Wishing you both every happiness!
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Winter Training
Saturday and Sunday rowing continues through
the year. However midweek training changes
with the seasons. From 2nd October we change
to the winter regime. This takes place at Oundle
CE Primary School PE8 5HA and consists of:
Tuesday: 6pm to 8pm ergo (rowing machine)
training. Boost your technique and your fitness.
All club members welcome. Juniors and new-toErgos people come early so we can help you
out.
Thursday: circuit training. Arrive for 6:30pm
start. Again, boost your fitness with non-rowing
exercise. Again, all welcome.
The cost of these sessions is included in your
membership fee so it’s technically ‘free’.
Contact Angela for more information, if needed.
Last outdoor session for adults is, therefore
September 27th. Please remember outdoor
sessions are now 6pm for 6:15 on the water to
make the most of the light.

Pilates Class
Monday evenings 8-9pm in the Glapthorn Room
at Fletton House (Glapthorn Road, next to
Oundle surgery).
pilates.alex@gmail.com

Folks...your club needs you…
We approach our AGM and are
keen to use a broader base of
member's expertise and interest in
some key roles within the club.
In days gone by we have had a
junior coordinator, an adult
member, who took a key role in
bringing youngsters through the
introductions and onto racing.
Similarly, I know we are looking
for people who can help drive a
launch or ride in the launch as an
extra pair of hands whilst our
adaptive and recreational rowers
are on the water.
We are always keen to tap into
expertise so if you feel you have
gifts in terms of practical stuff,
theoretical stuff or just stuff then
please drop the Chairman a line or
two on
alanmcmurdo@btinternet.com
We look forward to seeing you on
the 9th November, 7.30pm at the
Oundle Rugby Club.
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St Ives Regatta - 23rd June 2018 - John B
I was the only entry from Oundle Town and entered
as a master’s G single. The race committee put me
into a master’s F open event and thus I had to race in
a younger category. I learnt later that both other
competitors were young for that event (i.e. just
turned 60). I arrived in good time in accordance with
race instructions taken from the internet on Thursday
evening. The race was scheduled for division 10 due
to boat at 2 pm. At about 12.15 I was called to the
control tent as my opponent was on the river and had
started a row over. Apparently, the race time had
been changed to allow for doubling up but I had not
been informed. After a discussion with race control
and my opponent the race was put back to a later
division.
At last I was on the start line and as I was on the
inside of the bend I was a length down on the
staggered start. After about 30-40 strokes and a brief
brush with some reeds I found myself about one
length in front of the sculler from Sudbury who then
put in a fast spurt, but he had left it too late and the
result was I won that heat by about ½ a length.
In the final my opponent was doubling up and was
scheduled to be in two boats in the final division at
the same time. Back at control I agreed that the race
could be bought forward to the division before. My
opponent was from Bentham Boat Club (alumni of
University College London). I was quite pleased with
my race with a good course parallel to the buoy line
avoiding all the patches of reeds and other
obstructions. Unfortunately, he had a fast start and
although I attacked him all the was down the course
he was too strong and won by about 1 ½ to 2 lengths.
Although I didn’t win I enjoyed my days racing and
hope to be more successful when I race at the correct
age category.
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Throwback to the summer regatta ….. Thanks to
Emma for the photos.
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St Neots match report for Jessica Pickles and Charlotte Rainbow’s double
We both arrived at the St Neots Rowing club at around 3:15pm and walked down to rig our boat for our race at 5:08pm.
After we had rigged our boat we looked at the course to see what it was like. Jessica and I had never rowed in a race that
short but we new that we had to be clean and powerful throughout.
The schedule was 30 minutes behind meaning that our race was now at 5:40pm instead. A few races before ours was the
semi final and the winner of that race would be our opponents in the final.
After the deciding race we introduced ourselves to the opposition we found out that they were identical twins from Ely, who
had won the semi final.
When we rowed up to the stake boat we knew that it would be much easier than rowing back down. We had a little trouble
backing down onto the stake boat as the wind was blowing us the wrong way.
We had no trouble starting but about 20 strokes in, we were level with the twins... until Jessica caught a crab and I missed a
stroke, both at the same time! This tipped the boat and we both thought that we were going to capsize but we managed to
regain balance but we had lost our rhythm.
We tried throughout the race to push hard on our legs and by the end we were only a length and a half behind the other
boat. I think we rowed well in the conditions of wind and a bit of rain.
I think we both had a good day and well done to everyone who raced. We would also like to say thank you to the Parents
and members of the club for helping us out with the preparation for the race and after it as well.

Remember …….
Milton Keynes regatta is on Saturday 22nd Sept 2018
There will be no rowing sessions at the club for those not racing as all
boats and coaches will be at the event.
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Discount for OTRC members!
Chantall at the Nail Salon at Asha's Bazaar in
West Street Oundle is offering a 10% discount to
any OTRC member who has their nails coloured
in OTRC colours.
The Nail Salon 07958 647131

Grass Snake at OTRC By Leslie
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